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In this study, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) was used to simulate a steady-state 
rotating flow inside a filtration system. The shape of a 3-D vessel was designed and 
then meshed using ANSYS design modular (DM) and workbench mesh. The laminar 
viscous regime was employed; it was identified using the Reynolds number formula. 
As a boundary layer, the zero inlet velocity and atmospheric pressure were imposed 
on the inlet boundary. The obtained results showed that for a rotating velocity of 50 
rpm, the shear stress distribution on the membrane surface is extremely low, except 
for four narrow regions situated between the extremities of the impeller and the 
vessel wall. The pressure variation versus z axes, below the impeller, was almost 
constant, and it was unevenly distributed on the membrane surface, with two areas of 
negative pressure. The velocity values below the impeller were higher than those 
above. This study provides good insights that suggest designing the impeller shape 
under the most extreme conditions (rotating velocity, flow regime, and pressure inlet) 
of the membrane. The filtration process will be performed in a future study. 
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1. Introduction 
 

Tangential filtration by membranes is a technique widely used in a variety of industries [1,2]. It 
was employed in product concentration (agri-food, pharmaceuticals), and in separation and 
elimination of industrial liquid effluents [3]. In addition, dead-end filtration was historically used in 
laboratory and medical filtration. In contrast to conventional cross-flow membrane processes, the 
feed is fed vertically to the membrane element; it passes through the membrane with concentrated 
solids, laying down a thick layer of cake on the membrane's surface. The benefits of dead-end 
filtration include high product recovery, least expensive and easiest to implement [4,5]. So, many 
systems were proposed for separation by frontal filtration such as dialysis, coffee filters, and sand 
filtration. Among these systems, the Amicon cell has been employed in the extraction of inulin from 
chicory juice, ultrafiltration of sugar beet juice and apple juice clarification [6-8]. If we classify this 
last process as tangential or frontal filtration, the filtration by the Amicon cell has a significant 
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disadvantage, which manifests itself as rapid membrane clogging despite the use of dynamic 
filtration. 

Clogging is the most significant impediment to the filtration process. In any case, an increase in 
shear stress improves the permeate flow and, as a result, a decrease in particle accumulation on the 
membrane's surface [9,10]. In the case of the Amicon cell, the clogging particles are eroded by the 
high shear stress using a stirrer. Several studies were devoted to modeling and forecasting of clogging 
and permeate flux. Among the techniques used, computational fluid dynamics (CFD) as a modeling 
and/or process simulation software was widely utilized in many engineering membrane filtration 
systems [11,12]. 

CFD plays a significant role in engineering predictions that it is now regarded as a new 3D 
dimension in fluid dynamics, alongside pure experiment and pure theory as the 2D other dimensions 
[13–15]. Moreover, the fluid flow prediction using modern CFD software can unveil many features of 
dynamic flow, heat and mass transfer, chemical reactions, and many other related physico-chemical 
phenomena by solving a set of complicated mathematical equations [16,17]. Recently, CFD was used 
by Ladeg et al., [18] in order to model the thickness of the cake layer produced by clogging on the 
membrane surface; it was found that in the case of tangential filtration, the cake layer thickness is 
highly dependent on pressure and shear stress values. To assess the hydrodynamic efficiency, reactor 
shape configuration, and impeller design, Ding et al., [16] used CFD to simulate a gas-liquid flow inside 
a stirred-tank reactor in the laboratory scale. They found that the biohydrogen production was more 
efficient with different impeller types and speeds. To understand the liquid-phase mixing process in 
stirred slurry reactors at various stages of solid suspension, a CFD model was developed by Kasat et 
al., [19]. The two-fluid flow model was used in a stirred reactor, whereas the multiple reference 
frames (MRF) model was utilized to simulate the impeller rotation. 

By using CFD, we will be able to reveal the distribution of the shear stress, the pressure on the 
membrane surface, the circumferential velocity behavior, and the impeller's shape usefulness, 
respectively. The goal of this study was to conduct a preliminary study on the usefulness of CFD using 
ANSYS Fluent on single-phase flow (water) inside a filtration vessel (Amicon cell). The CFD model was 
validated by its comparison with the theoretical model. This will therefore lead to another future 
study using turbulent regime, and different types of fluids and impellers. 
 
2. Material and Methods 
2.1 Theoretical Background 
 

Navier-Stokes equations (NSE) outline every aspect of everything that is flowing across the 
cosmos; they describe the Newtonian fluid movement [13,20,21]. However, finding exact solutions 
to the NSE poses insurmountable mathematical challenges because there are non-linear partial 
differential equations (PDE). However, they often make possible, with a rough resolution, to denote 
a solution which has a simple explicit form. An exact solution is sometimes simplified to the solution 
of ordinary differential equations [20,22]. 

In the case of a laminar regime (Re <105), the simplified NSE that describe the Newtonian fluid 
flow in cylindrical coordinates are given by [23] 
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According to the simplified NSE described above, some simplifications can be made [22]. 
Consequently, the simplified NSE reduce to: 

Consequently, the following simplified equations result (Eq. (5) and Eq. (6)) 
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Eq. (5) can also be written as follows 
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Where uθ denotes the circumferential velocity. 

This equation admits two particular solutions: u1θ = 1/r and u2θ = r. The general solution is a 
combination of the two solutions, with the following boundary conditions: (i) at the extremity (r=R1) 
of the impeller, uθ = R1 .ω, (ii) in the extremity of the vessel wall (r=R2), uθ = 0. 

By replacing uθ with its expression, we can determine the constants c1 and c2 
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Finally, the final expression of the circumferential velocity versus radius is expressed by Eq. (12) 
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The only purpose of this relation (Eq. (11)) is to make a comparison in the thin boundary between 

the impeller extremity and the vessel's wall. 
The Reynolds formula was used to establish the flow regime for each value of the rotating speed 

(Ω) [24]. 
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where ω is the angular velocity (ω=Ω2π/60), d is the impeller diameter, Ꝭ and µ are respectively the 
density and the dynamic viscosity of the liquid.  
 
2.2 Material 
 

The set-up of the dead-end ultrafiltration is presented in Figure 1. The ultrafiltration was 
performed in a stirred cell Amicon with an effective membrane surface ranged between 28.7 and 
31.7 cm2, with a maximum volume of 180 mL [4,7]. 
 

 

 
(a) (b) 

Fig. 1. (a) Experimental model dead-end filtration; (b) Filtration cell designed by CFD 

 
The CFD model is cylinder-shaped and has an 80 mm diameter and 115 mm height (h). The 

membrane and the impeller are separated by a 5 mm (g), and the impeller has a cylindrical form with 
a diameter of 5 mm and a length of 60 mm (d). 
 
2.3 Methods of Investigation and Grid 
 

In this investigation, CFD was used to study the stress distribution, the pressure and the 
circumferential velocity profiles as a function of radius on the surface of the membrane. Indeed, 
Ansys fluent was employed, by means of which the ultrafiltration cells were designed, and then the 
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mesh was created to discretize the domains into tiny control volumes. Therefore, the numerical 
method might approach the conservation equations. For around 4.105 cells, the grid independence 
is nearly achieved [25,26]. This grid configuration was used in the subsequent CFD simulation. For 
this, an organized tetrahedral mesh with 516593 elements and 95432 nodes was selected. A tiny 
mesh was utilized to improve the computation stability and accuracy [27]. The number of elements 
was increased by using refinement near the membrane and the cell walls of the impeller. A broad 
perspective of the generated mesh is depicted in Figure 2. A water-liquid as cell zone material was 
chosen, with a density of 998 kg/m3 and dynamic viscosity of 0.001 kg/m.s. In terms of boundary 
conditions, a pressure of 1 bar and zero velocity on the inlet were imposed. The entire computational 
domain and the movement of the impeller in the cell zone were referred to a single rotating reference 
frame (SRF). The impeller and the cell zone have the same absolute rotating flow; the wall was 
maintained at zero relative rotating velocity with no slip. Depending on the rotating speed flow, a 
viscous laminar regime was used at 50 rpm. 
 

 

 
Fig. 2. The meshed cell 

 
3. Results and Discussion 
 

Figure 3 represents the velocity streamlines for a rotating velocity of 50 rpm. We noted that the 
impeller pushed the fluid toward the walls of the cell where it splashed back. It was then guided 
vertically in a cyclone spiral flow in opposite directions towards the inlet of the tank, thus creating a 
uniform flow near the impeller. After that, there is an axial jet of liquid emerging from the side of the 
tank. It was also observed that the velocity streamlines have spread out uniformly to other parts of 
the cell. This kind of impeller will not effectively disperse the particles during mixing to produce a 
more homogeneous solution. According to Akiti et al., [28], an impeller with a straightforward blade 
as an anchor produces less turbulent flow, which results in less mixing of inhomogeneous liquid. The 
velocity projection increases progressively from the center until the extremity of the impeller. Figure 
4 shows clearly the variation of the circumferential velocity versus the radius of cell filtration for 50 
rpm and in three different regions inside the cell vessel. We noted that for the region above the 
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velocity increased rapidly in radius between 0 and 0.02 m, and then in radius between 0.02 and 0.03 
m the velocity remains constant with a little decrease. However, below and through the impeller the 
velocity magnitude has two behaviors. First, the circumferential velocity increases gradually with the 
radius ranged between 0 and 0.03 m, and then decreases rapidly to a zero value in the extremity of 
the vessel. The first behaviour may be explained by the example of flow between rotor stator disc, 
where the velocity is proportional to the disc radius (vϴ = r.ω) [20]. The behaviour of the velocity 
magnitude after the extremity of the impeller (exactly for a radius value of 0.03 m) was observed in 
the flow between two coaxial cylinders when the inner cylinder rotated with an angular velocity and 
the outer cylinder remained stable. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Streamline and vector projection velocity at a rotating velocity of 50 rmp 

 
The values deduced from Eq. (11) are represented by the square symbol in the range of radius 

values between the end of the wheel and the wall of the tank (0.03-0.04). The behavior of the curve 
throughout this range is consistent with the results predicted by CFD. It should be emphasized that 
the flow model between two coaxial cylinders is at the origin of the theoretical model. It can be 
deduced that in the case of the CFD model, the velocity drops between the two ends (the impeller 
and the vessel wall) is deep. 

The pressure variation as a function of radius is depicted in Figure 5. As shown in Figure 5(b), the 
pressure gradually increases until it reaches a value of 0.5 Pa in the radius region between 0 and 
0.015 m. It then gradually decreases to 0.1 Pa at 0.03 m (a radius value greater than 0.015), which is 
the impeller's extremity. After a radius of 0.03 m, the pressure rapidly increases, reaching a maximum 
of 2.8 Pa at the cell vessel's extremity. Figure 5(a) depicts the pressure distribution as a horizontal 
circular plane, with the high pressure area in front of the membrane in red, and the low pressure 
area in green. Under the two-impeller extremities, there are two blue zones with negative pressures. 
The inversion of the pressure vector in this region may help to explain the greatest wall shear stress 
in this zone. 
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Fig. 4. Velocity profile variation versus r and z axes at a rotating velocity 
of 50 rmp 

 

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 5. Pressure variation versus radius at rotating velocity of 50 rmp; on the membrane 
surface (z=0) 

 
The scatter plot in Figure 6 shows the variation of the pressure at four different levels in the z- 

axis coordinates. At z = 0, it is the cloud of points representing the variation of the pressure as a 
function of the radius at the surface of the membrane. However, for values of z = 0.0046, 0.009, and 
0.025 the pressure corresponds to the position below, across and above the impeller, respectively. 
Moreover, the pressure variation through and up the impeller is almost the same except for the 
pressure distribution on the membrane surface, where the pressure decreases more than in any 
other scatter plot, and especially in the extremity of the impeller. However, the pressure distribution 
above the impeller (at z = 0.025 m) is very low in comparison with the values obtained on the surface 
of the membrane. 
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Fig. 6. Pressure variation versus r and z axes at a rotating velocity of 50 rmp 

 
Figure 7 represents the distribution and variation of the shear stress according to the radius of 

the membrane. First, we noted that the shape of the stress variation is parabolic in the radius zone 
between 0 and 0.03 m where the impeller exists (Figure 7(b)). Up to a value of 0.03 m, the shear 
stress decreases rapidly until a value of 0 Pa at the level of the membrane edge. The maximum value 
obtained (1.15 Pa) is located in four regions as shown in Figure 7(a). It must be mentioned that the 
shear stress is a good tool to evacuate the accumulation of the particles deposited on the surface of 
the membrane. Consequently, the shear stress results showed how the impeller geometry could 
generate low or high shear stress values. 
 

 

 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 7. Wall shear stress variation versus radius at rotating velocity of 50 rmp 

 
4. Conclusion 
 

The performed numerical study revealed the variation in the distribution of pressure and stress 
on the membrane's surface, highlighting areas of low and high values of shear stress. The pressure 
variation along the z-axis was found nearly constant due to the small gap between the impeller and 
the membrane surface. The theoretical model of the circumferential velocity inspired by the two 
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coaxial cylinders correctly describes the CFD model only in the gap between the tip of the impeller 
and the cell walls. During the simulation, we left the gap between the impeller and the membrane 
unchanged (g is constant), but we found that as we moved away from the membrane, the pressure 
fell along Z. The industrial model (Amicon 8200) maintains the gap between the impeller and the 
membrane at g=5 mm. In addition, the results obtained made it possible to predict another design 
by modifying the geometry of the impeller by comaring with othor shapes(rectagular, traingular…), 
and its examination under different operating conditions of filtration (pressure and rotating velocity) 
in order to identify the best conditions to improve the permeate flow. 
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